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Major goals of the unit

 Learners engage/ participate in simple communicative contexts such as responding
to questions, instructions, directions, pictures etc.

 Learners act / mime and draw pictures.
 Learner describe animals and pictures.
 Learners engage in games and comprehend the instructions given by the teacher.
 Learner draws a picture and describe it.
 Learners read and write words and sentences.

SESSION  - 1

Time: 2 hours

Activity 1 -   Duck..Duck...Chick

Aim : Engage learners in interesting games.
Follow simple instructions in English.

Language focus : Comprehend simple questions in English.
Introduce vocabulary items in meaningful context.

30 minutes

UNIT-2
MEE... TOO...
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 Let the learners sit in a circle facing each other
 Choose one of them as duck.
 He/ She stands up and goes outside of the circle and walks around.
 While walking, taps on the head of each child and name them as “duck”.
 At some point he/she chooses a student and name him/her as “chick” instead of

duck.
 The chick child jumps up. He chases the first child. He tries to tag the first child

before he sits. Make sure that they are running around the circle.
 If the chick child tags him, the first child (duck) has another go.
 If the chick fails, he becomes duck.

Assessment : Can the learners engage in the game?
Can they understand the directions?

Activity 2 -Collective picture drawing

Aim : Draw pictures they like and speak about them.
Language focus : Children identify young ones of their pets and write about

them.
TLM : Charts, double side sticker, stamp it, marker pen, crayons.

30 minutes

   The teacher spreads a big chart on the board and places sufficient number of
marker pens, ‘stamp it’ and pictures on the table (Pictures of duckling, chick etc.)

 Draw a circle on it and says “It is a pond”.
 Ask the learners to come one by one and draw any picture on the chart.
    Pin three dimensional model of a duck in the pond and say, “this is the young one

of my pet. Can you say what my pet is?” (Elicits responses)
 Yes, it is a duck (writes on the chart)
 Do you have any pets? (Elicits responses and charts). What do we call their

young one?  (Elicits & Charts).
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 What is its name?
 Lead the learner to activity 4 (page No.47 of TB)

I have a..............................
It’s name is.........................

Assessment
Observe the involvement of the learners in drawing, colouring and writing. Give
support to learners who are unable to write.

Aim : Identify names of birds / animals from the graph.
Language focus : Listen to the instructions and act accordingly. Identify words

representing birds/animals.
TLM : Flash cards containing the pictures of birds and animals with

their names, flash cards containing name of birds /animals.

30 minutes

 Let the learners stand in two lines of equal numbers.
 Learners should stand face to face.
Level-1
 Keep the flash cards on the table.
 Ask one of the learners one group come and take a flash card with the picture of

animal/ bird and its name.
 He can showit to the other group.
 The other group identifies the bird/animal and makes its sound.
 Then one of the learners from the other group takes another flash card and the game

continues.
Level-2
The same game is repeated with the name of birds /animals alone. (without pictures)

Activity 3 -Who am I?
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Assessment
Observe how learners react to the instructions given. Whether they are able to read
words.

Students' Reflection

What are the things we did today?
Which one did you like  most? Why?

Teachers' Reflection

Did all the learners engage in the
activity?
Which activity was more interesting to
them.
Could I finish all the activities in
stipulated time.
How effectively could I interact with
my students.?

• Expected writing in notebooks:

• Evidences of classroom process:

Chart, flash cards, collective picture.

• Things that go to the port folio:

SESSION  - 2

Time: 2 hours

Activity  4- Magic Tree

Aim : Engage in team work.
Language focus : Identifies and reads the words.
TLM : Paper strip with picture and name, Sand tray, magic tree.

30 minutes
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 Divide the class into four/five groups.
 Place a magic tree in the sand tray.
 Distribute some strips containing the pictures and names of birds and animals (Eg.

Duck, duckling, hen, chick, cow, calf, goat, kid, dog, puppy, cat. Kitten etc)
  Some of them are mothers, and some are their young ones.
 Each one of the children can come and take only one strip.
 Those who get the young one of an animal or bird should hang it on the magic tree.

Distribute the worksheet to the learners .

WORK SHEET

Let the children write
the name of the mother
and its young ones in
the boxes provided on
the tree.
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Assessment
Observe and assess the willingness of each student to work along with others. Identify
those learners  who are able to take up their turns effectively in the activity. If you
notice any student who lag behind, give support to them.

Activity  5 -Concept map of birds and
animals (TB page 46 Activity 3)

Aim : Identifies the names of birds in their surroundings.
Language focus : Name of birds.
TLM :

30 minutes

Activity 6 - Let’s colour (textbook page 28)

Aim : Identify the bird hiding in the picture.
Language focus : listen to the instructions and do accordingly.
TLM : Crayons

30 minutes

Teacher talk                                        Expected response

Hi friends, do you like birds?
Which bird you like most?
Let the students say the names of birds.
The teacher shows the pictures of birds that
students say. (writes on the chart)
The students identify the birds and their
names.
Ask the learners to open their textbook page
number 46 activity 3.
Help the children to complete the work.

Yes

crow/chick/hen/duckling
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 Ask the learners  to take the textbook and go to page number 28.

WORK SHEET

Teacher distributes the picture on page No. 28 to all the learners .

Lead the learners  to the next page.

Teacher talk Expected responses

Look at the picture.
What is this?
Here are some numbers.
Which are the numbers?
Can you say ?
 Let them say the numbers.
Colour the numbered boxes.
Give two or three minutes for colouring.
Can you say who is hiding?
Let the learners respond.
Oh, it’s a hen.
Teacher megaphones and writes it on the
chart paper clipped on the board.

Children says the name

some may say the
numbers

hen

Activity 7 - Colour the hen (textbook page number 29 )

Aim : Identify the character.
Language focus : Listen to the instructions and act accordingly.
TLM : Textbook, crayons, sketch pen, markers etc.

30 minutes
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Evolving Text
To the Teacher

If the learners reply in mother tongue,
megaphone them in English.
Write them on a chart.

SESSION  - 3

Time: 2 hours

Activity  8 - Who comes out?

Aim : Make predictions based on a picture.
Familiarise the characters and location of the story.
Read words and sentences graphically.

Language focus : Reading the picture and responding orally.
TLM : Projector, digital Textbook page 29 & 30, cut out of ducklings,

chart paper, marker etc.

30 minutes

A hen. Two eggs.

• Expected writing in notebooks : Word web
• Evidences of classroom process : Chart with pictures and words, magic tree with

word cards.
• Things that go to the port folio :

No colour /White

Teacher talk Expected responses 

Hello friends,  look at the picture,  what is this? 
What is its colour? 
Take the crayons and colour it. 
What is the colour of its head? 
What colour  is the hen’s beak? 
What colour is its eyes? 
Did you colour the eggs? why 

It’s a hen. 
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Activity  9 - What are they?

Aim :  Listen to instructions and do accordingly
Language Focus : Comprehends the instructions and act accordingly.
TLM : Picture of duckling, chick, gum, chart, paper

30 minutes

Draw a  duckling on a chart separately. Cover the picture with a sheet of paper cut in
the shape of an egg. ( You can use a 3 D duckling and a 3 D egg also)

 Exhibit the chart.
 Say ,” Look at the chart. What are they?
 Elicit responses.
 Say,”Is it a chick’s egg?Or a duck’s egg?.
 Let children say their choices.
 Children who says “ a chick “ are grouped together.

Look, the hen is sitting on the eggs.
· Why is the hen sitting there?
· How many eggs are there?
· Only one?
· What will happen to the eggs?
· Who will come out?
· A big hen or a small one?
· How will it cry?

Let them make the sound. (Teacher along with
the students make the sound cluck….cluck…
Teacher shows the picture given in page No
30. Interacts with the students as follows. What
do you see in the picture?

· Look who came out?
· Is it a baby hen?
· Look at its beak.
· Does it look like a hen?
It is a small duck. “ a duckling”.
Write the words on BB

One /two

chick

small

chick

no

                      Teacher talk Expected response
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The group who guessed right will win.
They can say the following in chorus

come come friends
let’s open the egg
who is in?
who is in?
let’s open the eggs.

Call a boy from a group to uncover the picture.
The learners walk like a duck making the sound of the bird.

Activity  10 - We are birds

Aim : Listens to the instruction and do accordingly
Language focus : Identify birds by their name
TLM : Chart, word cards.

30 minutes

Learners  sit in a circle
•   Ask,”Do you like birds ?”
• List the name of birds on the chart ( Eg. hen, duck, crow, parrot)
•  Supply cards with birds’ names to all learners
•  Ask them to raise their cards when the teacher reads the name using chart.
• Call  out “crow”.
• Then all craws stands up and change their seats.
• Continue the game with the name of other birds.

Level 2
1.Teacher says the name of two birds – learners  change their seats.
2.Name of all the 4 birds – All the learners  change their seats.

Assessment

Observe and identify those who can follow the instructions well.

Evolving Text

A duckling
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Draw a circle around the pictures of birds.

WORK SHEET - 1
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Activity  11 - Let’s Play a game

Aim : Listen to the instructions and act accordingly.
Language focus : Identify the words for birds / animals and their young ones.
TLM : Picture cards of birds and animals, word cards.

30 minutes

Students' Reflection

What are the activities you did today?
Which activity did you like most?
Whose predictions worked correctly?
Who is your favourite character in this
story?

Teachers' Reflection

Can my students predict things logically?
Whether my instructions are
comprehensible to the learners?
Whether all of my students engaged in
role play?

· Collect picture cards of mother animals/birds and their young ones.
· Write the name of the animal/bird on it.
· Keep them in a basket in the middle.
· Let children run/walk around and take one card from the basket.
· Ensure every child gets one picture card.
· Let them hold the card and run inside the circle.
· At the whistle they stop and form pairs ( hen-chick, duck-duckling, dog-pup, etc)
· Help those who fail to find mother/child.
· While running, the mothers can ask, “Where is my baby?, where is my baby?”

and the babies can reply “here am I, here am I”.
· Repeat the game with cards without pictures.
· Lead them to worksheet.

• Expected writing in notebooks :
• Evidences of classroom process : Chart containing evolved texts, cut outs/3D

images of duckling, word cards, picture cards.
• Things that go to the port folio :

Simple methods to make paper ducks
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WORK SHEET - 2
Match the following

Duck Kitten

Cat Chick

Cow Puppy

CalfHen

                   Mother                                     Young ones

Dog Duckling
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Process the song.
• Singing together
• Show the chart with song.
• Let the learners fill the lines.
• After sing all the lines supply the words for sounds in the blanks.

Teacher sings a rhyme
“ Duckling, duckling, duckling
   White, white, duckling,
   Duckling, duckling, duckling
   With yellow yellow beak”
(Teacher interacts at each line asking, What is the colour of duckling? Is it green? No,
its not, yes it is white etc.,)
Teacher asks, How do duckling moves? Move like a duckling

  (Teacher models if necessary)
Then teacher asks them to make the sound of ducklings.

SESSION  - 4

Time: 2 hours

Activity  12 - Let us sing 40 minutes

Sing the song in the class
A duckling comes out of the egg.
Quack quack quack
A chick comes out of the egg.
……………………………………..
A puppy comes there saying.
……………………………………..
A Kitten runs there saying.
……………………………………..

Assessment
Observe how students react with instructions given. Note those who do things

easily and those who can’t comprehend instructions given.

Aim :  Sing the song following the rhythm and tune.
Language focus:  Add lines appropriately.
TLM :  Chart paper.
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Activity  13 -  Who’s the friend?

Aim :  Make predictions based on a picture. Familiarises the characters
and location of the story. Read words and sentences graphically.

Language focus:  Picture reading and responding orally.
TLM :  Projector, digital Textbook page 30 & 31. Chart paper, marker

40 minutes

Teacher shows the digital textbook page 30 and says:
Look the duckling is saying something.
What is he saying?
Let the learners respond.
Teacher says aloud “ I am out”
Teacher writes this sentence on the chart.

Evolving Text

A duckling came out

        “I am out”

    Read aloud and ask the learners to echo it.  A duckling came out.  “I am out”.
    Project the digital text book page number, if possible. Or use the TB31 and ask the

learners
   “See where is in the other egg? What happened to it?  Who will come out?”
   Let them predict.
    Megaphone their predictions.
     Project the digital textbook page number 31 and asks:

  Look at the picture.   Is that a duckling?  Look carefully... a duckling or not?
  Let the learners respond. Megaphone their answers.
  Ask: Look at the beak. It is not like that of a duckling.
  It is not a duckling. It is a baby hen- “a chick”.
  Write down ‘chick’ on the chart.

    Evolving Text
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Evolving Text

A Chick

 Is it saying something?  What is that ?.
 Let the learners respond.
 Megaphone their answers and conclude as “me too”.
 Write down ‘me too’ on the chart

Activity  14 - Let’s Play......

Aim : Act according to the instructions.
Language focus : Role play a conversation
TLM : Mascots of chick and duckling. Digital textbook  page no.32

 30 minutes

 Hello friends, look, these are the mascots of chick and duckling.
 Who will act as the chick?. Who is the duckling?
 Divide the students into groups of two numbers.
 Assign one child as duckling and the other as chick.
 Ask,What will the chick say? What will the duckling say?
 Show the dialogue of chick and duckling on the chart.
 Let the groups respond.
 Distribute the mascots and ask them to present it.
 Give chance to each pair.

Assessment
Observe how students react with the instructions given. Note those who do things

easily and those who can’t.

Evolving Text

Me too
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SESSION  - 5

Time: 2 hours

Activity  15 - Let’s go for a walk

Aim : Listen to the instructions and act accordingly.
Language focus : Comprehend the idea and does the appropriate action.
TLM : digital textbook page number 32, mascots of chick and duckling,

Whistle etc.

45 minutes

Students' Reflection

What are the activities you did today?
Which activity did you like most?
Whose predictions worked correctly?
Who is your favourite character in this story?

Teachers' Reflection

Can my students predict things logically?
Whether my instructions are comprehensible to the learners?
Whether all of my students engaged in role play?

• Expected writing in notebooks:

• Evidences of classroom process: Chart containing song, evolved texts.

• Things that go to the port folio:
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 Make word cards for chick and duckling.
 Teacher distributes these cards to each one.
 Ask them to open it and find out what is written on it.
 Assign corners for each group.
 Distribute corresponding mascots to each group.
 Teacher gives some instructions. Like “Those who are chicks walk like chicks.
 Those who are ducklings swim like ducklings.
 Let them walk accordingly at the whistle.
  When the whistle blows  again, stop acting.
 Now find out a friend from the other group.  Let them select one member from the

other group and sit together.
 For this the groups mingle and walk together. At the whistle, they can make pairs.
 Teacher projects digital text page number 32.

Look at the picture.
Who is walking ahead?
Why does the duckling walk ahead?
Is he the leader?
Who came first?
What is the chick doing?
Is the chick saying or asking anything to
the duckling?
What will the chick ask to the duckling?
Elicit responses.
Write the responses on the chart.

Duckling

Duckling

Hello/who are you? /
Where are you going?....

Teacher Talk Expected responses

Assessment

Observe how students react to the instructions given.
Note those who can perform easily and those who cannot.
Observe movements of the students in the activity.
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Activity  16 -    Let’s Listen 30 minutes

Aim : Read, predict and engage in graphical reading
Language focus : Comprehend the context and predict the text.
TLM : Pictures in digital form from the text - pages 32 &33

Teacher Talk Expected responses

Look at the picture.Who are the
characters?
What are they doing?
Where are they going?
Elicit  responses. Megaphone the
responses.Teacher presents the first line
of the text given in page 33.
Look what the duckling says?
‘ I am going for a walk’
Can you say what will the chick ask now?
Lead the learner’s attention to the elicited
responses on the chart.The teacher reads
the elicited responses one by one.Let the
learner select the possible initiation from
it and fill the speech bubble on page 32.

Evolving Text

Where are you going?

Let the learners write down the text in their notebook. Teacher reads it aloud. Ask the
learners to echo it.
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Activity  17 -    I am with you 30 minutes

Aim : Act out / mime the instructions given
Language focus : Give simple instructions / directions
TLM : Strips containing pictures of actions (Going to school, going to

brush/bathe,  going to play etc.)

 Divide the class in to two groups.
 Let the groups stand face to face.
 Make sure each one have a pair.
 Teacher keeps the strips in a box at the centre.
 Ask one of the students from a team to take a strip.
 Then the pair should ask “where are you going?”
 The students who takes the strip has to mime / act the thing written on the strip.
 Other group has to identify the action.
 The teacher can megaphone the idea and write on chart.
 Teacher can give points to the winners.

Assessment
Observe how students react to the instructions given.
Note those who can perform quite easily and those who can’t.
Observe the involvement of the students in the activity.
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Activity  18 - Picture Interactions

Aim :  Read the picture and predict
Language focus :  Read the text graphically
TLM :  Digital copy of page 34, chart.

30 minutes

The chick also wanted to go with the duckling. What did the chick say then?
Elicits ‘me too’ from the learners.
Leads the learner to page 34 of the textbook.
Teacher asks the learners to take the textbook, page 34.

Teacher Talk
Look at the picture

Who are there in the picture?
Look at the chick and duckling, where are they now?
What is the duckling doing?

Is the duckling looking for something?
Is the duckling hungry?
Where will it get food from?

Under the soil?
How will it get food?
What is the duckling doing? Let the learner respond and megaphone.
Teacher shows the action of digging a hole. Then say to the learners ‘digging a
hole.’ Let the learners do it.

Look the duckling is digging a hole and say “I am digging a hole”

Evolving Text

I am digging a hole
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Teacher reads the sentences aloud. Asks the learns to echo it. Repeat 3 or 4 times.
Let the learners compare the ideas given in the text book with the evolved text.

Look at the picture
What is the chick doing?
 Can it dig a hole?
What will the chick say then?
Will it say the same thing?  Elicit free responses.
Teacher writes the elicited responses on the chart.
Draw the attention to the Chick’s responses,  read them and ask the children to

   find the right one from the text.
Let them write the sentence in the note book.

Evolving Text

“Me too”, said the chick

Why is the duckling digging a hole?
What will it get?
Let the learner predict what will happen next.
Expected answers – Ant, worm, white ants.
Teacher megaphones the responses and writes on the charts.

• Expected writing in notebooks : Words / sentences of the elicited text.

• Evidences of classroom process : Charts of evolved texts, picture cards

• Things that go to the port folio :

Students' Reflection

What are the activities you did today?
Which activity did you like most?
Whose predictions worked correctly?
Who is your favourite character in this
story?

Teachers' Reflection

Can my students predict things logically?
Whether my instructions are
comprehensible to the learners?
Whether all of my students engaged in
role play?
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Activity  19 - Fly Fly

Aim :  Listen and comprehend the directions of the teacher.
Language focus :  Listen, comprehend and respond accordingly.
TLM : Word cards, picture cards

20 minutes

Make the learners stand in a circle, introduce pictures of two birds and two animals to
them. Eg: - Show the picture of a dog and introduce the word for it. Like this,other
creatures too.( hen, duck, dog, cat)
When the teacher tells the name of a bird after showing the picture, learners should do the
flying action with their hands saying, FLY…FLY.
e.g: Duck flies/ dog flies/ hen flies……
If the teacher tells the name of an animal, they should stand still without saying ‘fly..fly.’
Those who say ‘fly’ or do the flying actionwrongly is out.

Assessment

· Can they identify the bird or the animal by name?

· Can they respond accordingly and quickly?

SESSION  - 6

Time: 2 hours
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Activity  20 - Let’s See

Aim : Read the picture and predict
Language focus : Graphic reading of the evolved texts.
TLM : Digital text Page No 35, Chart.

60 minutes

Look, what did they get?
Look at the picture... a worm.
How many worms?
Who found the worm first?  Duckling or chick?
What does the duckling say?
Write the elicited idea ‘a worm’ as the evolving text.

Evolving Text

A worm

Teacher talk
What will the chick say then?
Me too, said the chick.

Evolving Text

Me too, said the chick

Read the texts in pages 34&35 of the textbook from a chart.
Let the learner identify the words and reads there. (a worm, duckling, me too, chick)

Let them predict what happened next.
What will the chick and duckling do now?
Will they catch anything else? / What will the duckling get now?
What will the chick get?
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Let the learner read the text graphically. Repeat 3 or 4 times.

Leads to page 37 of the textbook.

What is the chick doing?
Will it say anything?
The chick is saying something to the duckling.
What did it say?

Elicit responses.

Evolving Text

‘I have caught a butterfly’, said the duckling

Evolving Text

‘Me too’, said the chick.

Elicit responses.

Leads to page 36 of the textbook.
Look at the chick and duckling
What did they catch?
How many butterflies are there?
Who caught the butterfly first?
What did the duckling say?

Elicit responses.
Write on the chart.

Develop the evolving text
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Activity  21 - Catch the butterfly....

Aim : Listen to the instructions and act accordingly.
Language focus : Comprehend the instructions.
TLM : Mascots of duckling and chick.

 30 minutes

 Ask the students to stand in circle.
 Place the mascots at the centre.
 Blow the whistle. Let children move to the centre.
 Let them take a mascot and wear it.
 Ask them  to form 2 groups. (by counting one, two. Ensure equel numbered groups)
 Ask the two groups to stand in two lines facing each other.
 Place the cut out of the butterfly in the middle. .
 Assign numbers to students in each group (from left to right).
 When teacher calls out a number, the student having the number from each group rush

towards the butterfly and try to catch it.
 The student who caught it first may say “I caught a butterfly”.
  The winners will be awarded with one point. Continue the game till each member will

get a chance.
 At last find out the total points and declare the winners.

Assessment

Whether they follow the instructions. How many learners participate willingly. Find
who needs support.
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Activity  22-  Passing the Butterfly

Aim : Understand the instructions and act accordingly.
Language focus : Comprehend the instructions.
TLM : Cut outs / models of butterflies.

30 minutes

Ask the learners stand in two lines. The number in each line should be equal. Draw a
circle around the middle of the class. Asks the learners to stand on both sides of the
circle in line. Place models/ cut outs of butterflies in the circle.  Draw two circles nearly
five metres away from the first circle. When the whistle is blown, the first learner in
front of each line should run, take a butterfly from the circle and place in his/her circle.
After this he/she comes back to the end of the line. Then the next two learners in the
front row can do the same. Continue the process till all the butterflies are taken and e
ion the circles. Count the butterflies to find the winner.

Assessment :  Are all learners participate in the game?
Can they understand the instructions?

• Expected writing in notebooks : Words / sentences of the elicited texts.

• Evidences of classroom process : Charts of evolved texts, picture cards,

word cards, Models of butterflies

• Things that go to the port folio :

Students' Reflection

1.What are the activities you did today?
2.Which activity did you like most?
3.Whose predictions worked correctly?

Teachers' Reflection

1. Whether my instructions are
comprehensible to the learners?

2. Whether all of my students engaged
in role play?
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SESSION  - 7

Time: 2 hours

Activity  23- Swim ... swim

Aim : Read the picture and predict the text graphically
Language focus : Read the picture and predict the text.
TLM : Digital textbook page no.38.

40 minutes

Teacher talk
Look at the picture.
Where are they now?
Where are they going?
What does the duckling want to do?
What will the duckling say?
Elicit the responses and develop the evolving text.

The Duckling want to swim.
Look at the chick.
Does it want to swim?
What will it say then?
Evolving text ‘Me too’

Teacher shows the digital picture of page 39 in textbook.
Look at the duckling.
What is it doing?
Yes it is swimming.
What is it saying?

Elicit responses and develop the evolving text.

Evolving Text

‘I want to swim’, said the duckling

Evolving Text

‘Me too’
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Where is the chick now?
What is it doing?
Will  the chick go with the duckling?
Can a chick swim?
Will it jump into water?
Elicit the responses and megaphone it.
Leads to page no.40 of the textbook.

Activity  24 - Read, Predict

Aim : Read the picture and predict.
Language focus : Reads the text graphically
TLM :  Text of textbook page no. 40

60 minutes

What is the chick doing?
Yes the chick jumps in to the water.
Will it say anything while jumping in to the water.
What will it say?
Won’t it say the same thing as before?
Let them identify the word and read.

Evolving Text

‘I am swimming’, said the duckling.

Evolving Text

‘Me too’
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What will happen now?
Will the chick swim?

Elicit responses. Leads to page 41.
Shows the page no. 41 of the textbook.

Where is the chick now?
Is it swimming?
Look at its face. Is it happy?
Is it afraid?
Is it crying for help?
What will it say then?
Who cried, ‘help... help...’?

Elicits responses and develops the evolving text ‘help help’

Evolving Text

‘Help..., help...’, cried the chick

What is the duckling doing?
Will the duckling save the chick?
What will the duckling do?

Lead to page 42.
What is the condition of the chick now?
What is the duckling doing?

Elicit the events asking questions.
Who cried ‘help...help...’? ( ‘Help...help...’, cried the chick)
Who pulled the chick out? (The duckling pulled the chick, out of the pond.)

Elicit responses and develop the evolving text. Write down the evolving text on a chart
paper. Process graphic reading. Ask the learners to write down the sentences in note book.

What will the duckling do next?
Discussion leads to page 43 of the textbook.

Look at the picture.
The chick is tired. Where is the duckling going?
Is it going for another swim?
Duckling says some thing to the chick. Can you say that?

Elicit responses and develop the evolving text.

Evolving Text

The duckling pulled the chick out of the pond
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Process graphic reading.
Well, the duckling is going for another swim.
Will the chick say ‘me too’?

Elicit responses. ( No/me not/I am not coming...)
Write all responses on chart.
Read the sentences aloud. Let the learners read after you. Ask them to write down

their idea from the chart

Assessment

Observe how students react to the instructions. Note those who do things easily and
those who can’t.

What all things did we do today?
Which one did you like the most?

Did all the students engage in the
activities?
Which activity was more interesting to
them?
Could they finish all the activities with
in the stipulated time?
How effectively could I  interact with
my students?

Students' ReflectionStudents' Reflection Teachers' Reflection

• Expected writing in notebooks: Evolved texts

• Evidences of classroom process: Chart of evolved texts.

• Things that go to the port folio:
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SESSION  - 8

Time: 3 hours

Assessment

 Observe how effectively the learners could predict the text. Note the involvement
in each reading.

 Observe the learners whether they predict logically.
 Note those who can identify words / sentences while reading.

Activity  25- Read, predict and echo

Aim : Read, guess and engage in graphic reading and echo reading.
Language focus :
TLM : Digital text / enlarged pictures along with the text given in the Textbook

  (Page 30 – 43)

 40 minutes

 Teacher interacts with the learner using the enlarged pictures / projected digital
text (Page no. 30 to 43)

 Elicits and megaphones the responses and develops the reading text.
 Involves the learners in echo reading
 Teacher gives an interaction by reading a sentence and let the learner complete

the sentences.
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Activity  26 - Sequencing the events

Aim : Develop the story by sequencing the picture
Language focus : Comprehends the given pictures
TLM : Pictures of the story

30 minutes

Teacher talk
What happened first?
What happened after that?
What happened next?
What happened last?

Let the learners put the pictures in order. Let them post numbers to the pictures in the
order of their occasions of the events in the given boxes.

Assessment

Observe how learners arrange the pictures?
Could they arrange the pictures correctly?

Activity  27- Make my Book

Aim : To organize the events of the story and to develop a parallel narrative.
Language focus : Developing a parallel narrative.
TLM : Digital pictures of the text book. Chart Crayons

120 minutes

Show the pictures in pages from 30 to 43. Elicit the events through interaction.
Look at the picture. Who comes out?   ( A duckling.)
Where does it come out from?  ( from the egg)
A duckling comes out of the egg.( Text)
To page 31
Who comes here? ( A chick)
A chick comes out of the egg.  ( Text)
Follow the process with other pages and develop a parallel narrative to the story.
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Page- 33 : Where does the duckling go?  ( For a walk)
The duckling goes for a walk.( text)
Where does the chick go then?  ( for a walk)
The chick also goes for a walk.( text)
Page- 34 : What does the duckling do?   ( digging/ dig a hole)
The duckling digs a hole.  (Text)
What does the chick do then?   ( digs)
The chick also digs a hole.( Text)
Page- 35: What does the duckling get?  ( a worm)
The duckling gets a worm.( text)
What does the chick get?  ( a worm)
The chick also gets a worm. ( text)
Page- 36 : What happens here? ( duckling catches a butterfly/ catching a butterfly)
The duckling catches a butterfly.( text)
What does the chick do? (Catches)
The chick also catches a butterfly.( text)
Page- 38  : Where do they go? ( swimming)
The duckling and the chick go for a swim. ( text)
Page- 39: What does the duckling do?  ( swim)
The duckling swims in the pond.( text)
Page- 40:  Look at the chick. What does the chick do? ( jumps)
The chick jumps into the pond.( text)
Page- 41 : What happens here?  ( chick in water/ drowns/ cries/ help, help…)
‘Help, help…’. The chick cries.( text)
Page- 42: What does the duckling do here?  ( saving chick/ helping/ pulling…)
The duckling pulls the chick out of the pond.( text)
Page- 43: Where does the duckling go?
The duckling goes for another swim. ( text)
What does the chick say now?  ( not coming)
‘I am not coming’, says the chick.( text)
Write these evolved texts on a chart and read. Follow the process of graphic reading.
Make groups of 10 ( equal to the number of processing pages). Supply drawing sheets to
the children. Assign pictures to draw to each child. Let them draw and color the page.
Ask them to add the corresponding sentence below the picture. Ask them to draw a
cover and write the title of the story. Combine the sheets to make a text. Let each group
introduce their book and read the pages.
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Assessment
Whether they act out the ideas well.

Activity  28-Pass the ball

Aim : Perform the actions in the story
Language focus : Comprehend the instruction of the teacher.
TLM : Ball, pictures containing actions in the story. (Eg. Digging a hole,

swimming  in a pond, catching a worm, catching a butterfly), Audio
of a music.

 Prepare some paper strips regarding actions from the story.
 Let children sit in a circle.
 Play music.
 Let them listen to the music.
 Pass the ball. When the music stops, stop passing of the ball.
 When the music stops, person holding the ball may go to the centre, take a lot from

the box and mime the action.
 Others may identify what he does.
  Continue the game

SESSION  - 9

Time: 2 hours

30 minutes

• Expected writing in notebooks: Elicited texts.

• Evidences of classroom process: Pictures, story books.
• Things that go to the port folio:

Could you arrange the pictures correctly?
Could you follow all my instructions?
Did you enjoy book making?
Can you read your book?

Students' Reflection Teachers' Reflection

Could they sequence the events properly?
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Activity  29-Choral singining

Aim : Sing and enact the song ‘five little ducks’ rhythmically.
Language focus : Perform actions according to the song.
TLM : Video of the song, Picture of duck / mascots of 5 ducklings and a

duck.

40 minutes

 Play the song five little ducks.
 Let the learners  listen to the  song.
 Play the song two or three times to familiarise the lines.
 Ask,”Shall we sing the song together?
 Sing the song stanza wise stanza
 Let learners sing after you.
 Write the lines on the chart. Sing the lines using the chart.
 Ask the following to interact.
 How many ducks went out the first day ?
 How many of them came back the first day?
 What did the mother duck did to call the little duck?
 How many little ducks came back on the first day?
 What did the mother duck do?
 Let them sing the song in chorus.
Enacting the song.
Divide the class into 4 member groups.
Practice the song in groups
Teacher distributes the mascots of duckling and duck
Take a rehearsal
Present it before the class
While one group presents other group assess

You tube video of the song may be shown here. (https://youtu.be/pzw9veQ76fo.)
(some slight changes may be there in the text book lines)

Assessment
Whether the children participate in singing the song.
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Make pair groups.
Assign roles of the duckling and the chick to the learners.
Do a modeling with a pair.
Ask all pairs to do the TPR. (Total Physical Response)
One egg breaks and a duckling comes out of it.
“ I am out”, says the chick.
A chick comes out of the egg.
“Me too”. It says.
Duckling and chick become friends.
Duckling goes for a walk.
The chick follows.
‘Me too’, it says.
The duckling digs a hole.
Chick also digs a hole.
‘Me too’,  it says.
The duckling gets a worm.
‘Me too’,  says the chick.
The duckling catches a butterfly.
“Me too”. Says the chick.
The duckling goes for a swim.
The duckling swims in the pond.
The chick also jumps in to the  pond.
The chick cries “help... help...”.
The duckling pulls the chick out of the pond.
The duckling goes  for another swim.
‘No No’, says the chick

Activity  30- Let’s Act

Aim : Encourage students to listen the pace, volume, pause, fluency and
expressions.

Language focus : Comprehends the listening input and act with proper expressions.

40 minutes
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• Expected writing in notebooks:

• Evidences of classroom process: Chart containing the poem. Mascots of
ducklings and duck.

• Things that go to the port folio:

SESSION  - 10

Time: 2 hours

     Assessment
Observe whether the learners identify the birds/animals and describe its speciality.

Activity  31 - Describe the bird or animal

Aim : Identify the pictures, recognise the bird or animal and say / write
about them.

Language focus : Describe the object in simple sentences using their abilities.
TLM : Picture cards of animals / birds

40 minutes

 Let children sit in a circle.
 Give slips of some birds and animals. (hen, duck, chick, parrot, cow, dog etc.)
 One by one let the children come to the dias and say some thing about the bird/animals etc.,
 Others  identify it.

Could you act the events properly?
Could you follow all my instructions?
What activity did you enjoy most?

Students' Reflection Teachers' Reflection

Could all the learners participate in the
activities?
Could the learners comprehend the events
narrated?
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Activity  32 -  Tick the right one

Aim : Identify the pictures, recognise the words and match them.
Language focus : Familiarise the vocabulary.
TLM : Picture cards of birds/animals, scenery etc.

30 minutes

 Show  the picture cards one by one.
 Let the learners  say about it.
 Megaphone the words, write it on the chart paper.
 Let them paste the picture card matching to the word.

Assessment

Observe whether the learners can identify the words.

• Expected writing in notebooks: Words

• Evidences of classroom process: Picture cards
• Things that go to the port folio:
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